The problem of particle creation in cosmology concerning whether the results for the number of particles are infinite or finite is discussed for scalar and spinor particles in Friedmann expanding Universe. It is shown that the results are always finite if one puts in case of scalar particles creation a special term into the Lagrangian. Numerical estimates of the effect of particle creation are made. The role of creation of superheavy particles in cosmology is discussed. a (−) J and a (−) J satisfy standard commutation relations. Then the Hamiltonian corresponding to (20) is
Introduction
In Ref. 1 published by one of the present authors (A.A.G.) together with S.G. Mamayev 50 years ago finite results for the space density of conformal massive scalar particles created in the Friedman expanding space were obtained. These results were later confirmed in the original papers 2,3,4 and in the monograph. 5 Finite results for this effect were also obtained for spin one half massive particles. 6 Particle creation in cosmology was also considered in the papers of Ya.B. Zel'dovich and A.A. Starobinskii (see Refs. 7, 8) and the monograph. 9 However differently from our papers in the paper of L. Parker 10 and Ref. 11 infinite results for the creation of minimally coupled to gravitation scalar particles were obtained and due to this fact the authors claimed that there are some irresistible difficulties in the whole problem of particle creation in cosmology. Finite results for the minimally coupled scalar particle creation were obtained by Yu.V. Pavlov. 12 To solve the controversy we give in this paper all necessary formulas explicitly showing when and why the results are finite or infinite. Surely infinite results cannot have physical sense.
Let in the neighborhood of some space-time point M the invariant of the curvature tensor has the value of the order
where ρ is the characteristic curvature radius. One can introduce a coordinate system that will be locally Galilean up to distances of the order of ρ. One can construct in this system a complete set of one-particle functions, which for the frequencies ω α ≫ ρ −1 will be, with the exponential accuracy, positive-and negative-frequency relative to time coordinate. However, for the frequencies
the difference between positive-and negative-frequency functions, generally speaking, disappears, that corresponds to the unity order uncertainty for the number of particles in the mode α. In analogy with electrodynamics particle creation can be understood as breaking of vacuum loops by the external gravitation force of the expanding Universe. Gravity equally act on particles and antiparticles and breaking of vacuum loops is explained by the work of tidal forces. To define the breaking forces consider the geodesic deviation equation
Let's u 0 = 1, u α = 0, n 0 = 0, |n α | ∼ l C = m −1 , i.e. as characteristic distance between particles we take Compton length l C . For particle creation one must have that work of tidal forces at the distance of the order of l C would exceed 2m
So the curvature of spacetime must be of the order of the inverse Compton length. Massless particles due to the property that Friedmann space is conformally static and the equations for truly massless particles must be conformal invariant are not created. But for large enough curvature one can neglect mass and this means that only for the curvature corresponding to the Compton length there is an era of particle creation. Roughly speaking two particles are created on the Compton length and surely the particle density in space must be finite.
It is also simple to see that created particle number in any finite volume of the Friedman Universe is proportional to the number of causally disconnected parts of the universe at the time of creation. This argument partly was proposed to the author (A.A.G.) by Ya.B. Zel'dovich in private meeting in St. Petersburg (at that time Leningrad) in 1970.
Fifty years of the calculation of the density of particles created in the early Universe 3
Wave Equations in Curved Space-Time
Free scalar field with mass m in curved space-time satisfies equation
where ∇ i is covariant derivative, R is the scalar curvature. If ξ = 0 this is a field with minimal coupling. For ξ = ξ c = 1/6 it is the field with conformal coupling. By the conformal transformation of the space-time metric g ik (x) and the field
where σ(x) is an arbitrary smooth function of coordinates, the equation (5) for ξ = ξ c is transformed into
The equation for the free field with spin one half in curved space-time is
where
The Dirac equation (9) is conformally invariant for m = 0, if together with (6)
So differently from scalar field case the Dirac equation for massless case is conformal invariant without any ambiguities.
Scalar Field in Homogeneous Isotropic Nonstationary Space
The Lagrangian density for the complex scalar field satisfying (5) can be written as
where g = det{g ik }. Varying the action with the Lagrangian (12) with respect to the variables ϕ * (x), ϕ(x) one obtains the canonical stress-energy tensor
Varying the action with the Lagrangian (12) with respect to the metric g ik (x) one obtains the metric stress-energy tensor
where R ik is Ricci tensor. Metric Hamiltonian is
where ζ i is time-like conformal Killing vector, Σ is the space-time hypersurface.
In the case of homogeneous isotropic space-time
the metric Hamiltonian (15) with ζ i = (1, 0, 0, 0) has the form
and the Hamiltonian with canonical stress-energy tensor (13) has the form
As it was shown in Ref. 13 for scalar field with minimal coupling (ξ = 0) one obtains infinite result for particle density created in the expanding Universe (see, also, Ref. 10). However as it was shown in Ref. 1 the method of the diagonalization of the metrical Hamiltonian of the scalar field with conformal coupling gives the finite density of created particles.
It is important to note that for the spinor particles the result for the number of created particles is always finite.
But for nonconformal scalar field the using of metric Hamiltonian gives infinite density of created particles. It is noted in Refs. 11, 14. Nonconformal case is important because it is widely used in inflationary model of the early Universe, 15 massive vector mesons 16 (longitudinal components) and gravitons 17 satisfy equations of this type. In case of the scalar field with self interaction in general it is impossible to conserve conformal invariance not only of the effective action (the conformal anomaly) but of the action itself. 11 This problem was solved for the nonconformal fields in the Hamiltonian diagonalization method in Refs. 12, 18. One can obtain finite density if one adds to the Lagrangian of nonconformal field (for example, in case ξ = 0) some special term in the form of the divergence of 4-vector
ϕ(x) = a ϕ(x), c = a ′ a .
One can construct Hamiltonian as canonical for the variablesφ(x). Corresponding Hamiltonian density is
For the case ξ = 1/6 it leads to the equality of the canonical Hamiltonian with metrical one.
Quantization and Particle Creation
The scalar field is represented as an integral in complete solutions of the wave equation in curved space-timẽ
where dµ(J) is a measure on the set of quantum numbers, 
For the conformal and nonconformal cases with arbitrary ξ one has 5,12 S λ (η) ∼ λ −6 , λ → ∞ and the density of created particles is finite.
Scalar particle creation (numerical results)
For conformal particle creation with nonzero mass and the scale factor a of the Friedman Universe one obtains the result for the dependence of the number of particles created in the Lagrange volume on the parameter α as
where t C = 1/m is Compton time. On Fig. 1 (at the left) the dependence of b α on α for conformal scalar particles is shown. Fig. 1 . bα for scalar particles with the conformal (at the left) and minimal (at the right) coupling to curvature.
For nonconformal scalar particle creation one can also receive finite result for special conditions. The choice of initial time is made as t 0 :
For example, in the case a(t) = a 0 t α with α > 1/2 one has t 0 = t C ∆ξ 6 α(2α − 1). On Fig. 1 (at the right) the dependence of b α on α for scalar particles with mass and minimal coupling is shown.
One can ask what is the reason for the ansatz (19) leading to finite results? The reason is that it leads to the consequence that our Hamiltonian is connected with the canonical Hamiltonian in conformally connected static case for the conformally transformed field with varying mass depending on time.
Superheavy Particles in the Early Universe and Origination of Dark and Visible Matter
The gravity of Friedmann radiation dominated Universe a(t) = a 0 √ t creates
pairs of particles inside the Lagrange volume, where b (0) ≈ 5.3 · 10 −4 for scalar and b (1/2) ≈ 3.9 · 10 −3 for spinor particles. 16
The physical meaning of the effect of particle creation in the early Universe was underestimated: in Refs. 9, 19 one can read that the effect is physically negligible, and Ref. 11 does not mention the numerical results at all. All this occurred due to numerical estimates made only for particles of low mass observed today in our laboratories.
However if one takes the mass of the Grand Unification order (or the mass of the inflaton) the number of created particles occurs to be close to the observable Eddington-Dirac value. By calling these particles X-particles and supposing them to decay in visible particles in the time not far from the time of their creation one can obtain the observable particles number. 16, 20 Superheavy particles are nonstable at the time of Grand Unification symmetry but become stable when the symmetry is broken. For some time t X there is an era of going from the radiation dominated model to the dust model of superheavy particles:
If M ∼ 10 14 Gev, t X ∼ 10 −15 s for scalar and t X ∼ 10 −17 s for spinor particles. It is possible that some of these X L survive up to modern time and exist as part of cold dark matter. Then it is possible to identify the decay of X L -particles in modern epoch as the UHE cosmic ray events. Let us define d -the permitted part of long living X-particles from condition d · ε X (t rec ) = ε crit (t rec ), then
For M X = 10 13 − 10 14 Gev one has d ≈ 10 −12 − 10 −14 for scalar, d ≈ 10 −13 − 10 −15 for spinor particles. Our hypothesis 21 is -the decay of superheavy particles of a dark matter, which are stable in usual conditions, can occur in ergosphere of a supermassive, quickly rotating black holes in active galactic nuclei.
Some numerical estimates made in Refs. 22, 23 show us, that decays of dark matter superheavy particles in the vicinity of supermassive black holes of the active galactic nuclei can provide observed intensity of the ultrahigh energy cosmic rays.
Conclusions
1. There is a widespread opinion due to some authoritative text books (Ya. Zel'dovich -I. Novikov, S. Weinberg) that particle creation in the expanding universe plays negligible role. This is correct for visible known particles. However this occurs to be nontrue for superheavy particles of the mass of the Grand Unification scale. It can be that only these particles were created from gravitation while all visible today particles appeared due to decay of these primordial particles.
2. The idea of Big Bang as some explosion of matter looks not exact. It can be that close to singularity as the edge of space -there was no matter at all (as it occurs for example in empty anisotropic solution of Einstein equations) and all matter appeared later. Singularity is a property of geometry but not of matter.
3. Processes of the decay of superheavy particles as particles of dark matter on ordinary particles can occur in the vicinity of the horizon of rotating black holes.
